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In November 1967, the black Trinidadian Marxist historian C. L. R. James
attended a rally at Mahatma Gandhi Hall in London to speak about “The Unfinished Revolution: 50 Years since the Great Russian Revolution,” alongside
Harry Wicks, a veteran British Trotskyist who had been a member of the British Communist Party in the 1920s, the Irish radical Gerry Lawless, and the
Palestinian-born Marxist Tony Cliff, the leading figure in the International
Socialists (is).1 One of those who heard James speak that month at another
meeting organized to mark the fiftieth anniversary of the Russian Revolution, this time at Ruskin College, Oxford, was Christopher Hitchens, then
a young is member active in the Movement for Colonial Freedom. Hitchens later recalled that James “chose to speak on Vietnam, putting it squarely
in the context of imperialism and the resistance to it, and his wonderfully
sonorous voice was as enthralling to me as his very striking carriage and appearance.” “He was getting on by then, but the nimbus of white hair only
accentuated his hollow-cheeked, almost anthracite face . . . for me a little
crackle of current was provided by the reflection that here stood a man who
had, in real time . . . associated with Trotsky . . . [and] anti-colonial revolution, and . . . the very early stirrings of the American civil rights movement.”2
Regarding the Vietnam War, by the fall of 1967 Hitchens noted “the fantastic web of official lying and bluff about the war had already been torn
irreparably apart.”
James did not waste any phrases on the revelations of atrocities that w
 ere
beginning to disturb even cold war liberals. He was a historian of imperialism, and he knew all he needed to know about free-fire zones and strategic hamlets. He understood them by analogy, from his rigorous study of
the French in Haiti, the Spanish in Cuba, the British in South Africa and
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Poster for a rally in London in 1967, organized by the International Socialists, to
commemorate the fiftieth anniversary of the Russian Revolution. Artist unknown.
Courtesy of Sean Wallis.
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the Italians in Ethiopia. Such conduct t oward lesser peoples scarcely rated
a raising of the voice. What was impressive about the Vietnamese, he said
coolly, was the proven fact that they wouldn’t put up with it any longer,
and had taken the decision to endure anything. This was how history was
made.
Listening to James—the author of, among other works, the classic history
of the Haitian Revolution, The Black Jacobins (1938)—speak on the Russian
Revolution and its relevance fifty years on was such an inspiration, Hitchens recalled, that he “first began to think that utopianism was too feeble and
colourless a term for t hose few who have the courage to talk of a f uture we
cannot yet fully imagine.”3
At the London rally, while speaking about the Russian Revolution and
its legacy alongside Harry Wicks, James’s mind could not have helped but
have been cast back to the struggles waged by the tiny early British Trotskyist movement during the tumultuous 1930s.4 James, a recent recruit to that
movement, having joined in spring 1934, had been helped by figures like
Wicks write the work that would see the writer from colonial Trinidad
emerge as one of the intellectual driving forces of British Trotskyism: World
Revolution, 1917–1936: The Rise and Fall of the Communist International.5 Published by Secker and Warburg in April 1937, James’s World Revolution stands
as a remarkable and in many ways pathbreaking contribution to Marxist lit
erature, one of the very first histories ever written of the Communist International (Comintern).
World Revolution was all the more remarkable for having been written by
James in less than a year. That he had managed to undertake the necessary
research and writing in such a short space of time, and to produce a work
displaying such mastery of the material, meant a lot to James himself. After
completing the book, James would later recall, a recurring nightmare of his
since he was a schoolboy in Trinidad—“the report would come. It would say
that I was not trying. My father would be very angry and I would be upset
for days”—finally left him for good.6 In a speech given in 1983, James proudly
recalled how in writing the book he had “applied the Marxist method to the
world as a whole.”
 ere was Britain, t here was France, there was China, there was Russia,
Th
but there was not much about Africa because in those days I had come
from the Caribbean and was concerned to learn all that I could about historical method. Any historical method dealt with the world at large. That
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I had to do and I did it. I think I did it pretty well because when I came
to tackle the Caribbean history, the history of the Haitian revolution . . . 
many of the things I learned to write [in] World Revolution still remain
with me.7
The Historical Idea of World Revolution

The idea of “world revolution” is, historically, a comparatively modern one,
originating with that g reat “citizen of the world” Thomas Paine, who on
November 4, 1791, in London gave a toast to “The Revolution of the World.”8
Paine’s toast came fittingly amid perhaps one of the most remarkable moments of internationalism in the age of bourgeois-democratic revolution,
when in the aftermath of the g reat French Revolution of 1789—itself inspired
by the American Revolution of 1776—black enslaved peoples in the prized
French Caribbean slave colony of Saint-Domingue began their own uprising in August 1791. The young Karl Marx and Frederick Engels w
 ere alive
during the next great moment of international revolution, when democratic
revolution in France in 1830 once again inspired young radicals across Eu
rope, and even the rulers of the British state felt threatened enough by the
potential for revolution from below in this period to enact the Great Reform
Act of 1832. In 1847, Marx and Engels would become members of the Communist League, an organization for which they famously penned their classic
Manifesto of the Communist Party. The old motto of the Communist League
was changed from “All Men are B
 rothers” to “Proletarians of all Countries,
Unite!”9
The Communist Manifesto was published just before the outbreak of the
next great wave of international democratic revolutions that broke out across
Europe in 1848, a struggle into which Marx and Engels threw themselves
before ultimately being forced into exile in Britain amid the state repression that accompanied the victory of counterrevolutionary forces. In 1850,
generalizing from the historic experience of 1848 as a revolutionary process
across Europe, particularly the June 1848 rising of workers in Paris, which so
shocked and terrified once-revolutionary French middle-class radicals, Marx
and Engels distilled an important new lesson regarding the necessity for in
dependent working-class politics and political organization in the struggle
for socialism and democracy, exemplified in the formation of the International Working Men’s Association (iwma)—the “First International”—in
1864, in which Marx himself played a critical role. After the First Interna4 |
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tional effectively succumbed to factionalism after the repression of the Paris
Commune of 1871, the Second International was formed in Paris in July 1889
(the centenary of the outbreak of the French Revolution).
At the close of his “inaugural address” to the iwma, Marx had praised recent concrete examples of workers’ internationalism, including “the heroic
resistance” by “the working classes of E
 ngland” to the “criminal folly” of their
rulers, whose natural sympathies inclined them toward intervening on the
side of the slave-owning South during the American Civil War. Despite the
fact that Lancashire cotton textile workers might have materially benefited
in the short term from lining up behind the cotton textile “lords of capital”
on this question, instead of supporting British imperialism they waged a
tremendous mass agitation in the early 1860s in support of the North, which,
according to Marx, “saved the rest of Europe from plunging headlong into
an infamous crusade for the perpetuation and propagation of slavery on the
other side of the Atlantic.” Marx stressed the importance of workers challenging the “criminal designs” of their own capitalist class “playing upon national prejudices, and squandering in piratical wars the p eople’s blood and
treasure.”10
C. L. R. James and Revolutionary Marxism in 1930s Britain

This is not the place to recount and detail James’s political and intellectual
evolution toward Marxism after making the “voyage in” from colonial Trinidad to imperial Britain in 1932 at the time of the Great Depression and witnessing the concomitant dangerous rise of fascism amid mass unemployment across continental Europe. Suffice it to say that as a teenager growing
up in Trinidad C. L. R. James had heard talk of the danger of “Bolshevism”
spreading to the island following a mass strike sparked by dockworkers in the
capital of Port of Spain in 1919.11 Soon a fter arriving in London in 1932 James
would write a short story for the Port of Spain Gazette about a young colonial
intellectual who journeys to London and then rebels at the gap between his
expectations of the imperial metropole as the center of a great civilization
and the harsh reality of mass unemployment and poverty in the city: “He
now wears a red tie, has contributed to the Daily Worker, and the latest heard
of him is that he contemplates speaking in Hyde Park on the evils of British
Colonial Government.”12
Why James did not himself ultimately follow the path of his protagonist
in his 1932 story and end up supporting the Communist Party of G
 reat
Introduction
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Britain (cpgb), but instead chose to become a Trotskyist, owed something
to his decision to leave London only three months after first arriving in Britain. He would spend ten critical months with the family of his friend and
compatriot, the great West Indian cricketer Learie Constantine, in Nelson,
Lancashire. In Nelson, James saw socialist traditions of solidarity emerge
in the face of austerity, and a collectivist spirit embodied among a militant
working-class community of cotton textile weavers taking mass strike action
in September 1932; he was also able to satisfy a growing interest in wishing
to understand the events of the Russian Revolution a fter he came across the
first volume of Leon Trotsky’s newly published History of the Russian Revolution.13 Then, in London in the summer of 1933, a fter devouring all three
volumes of Trotsky’s History, James felt inspired to undertake a close study
of Marxism and the Russian Revolution. After reading Trotsky, the “prophet
outcast”14 now in exile from the land of the October Revolution, James recalled that “it was then necessary to read the relevant volumes of Stalin. And,
of course, I had to read Lenin in order to trace back the quarrel. And thereby
I reached volume one of Das Kapital and The 18th Brumaire of Marx
himself. . . . I realised the Stalinists were the greatest liars and corrupters of
history there ever w
 ere. No one convinced me of this. I convinced myself.
But having come to this conclusion, I wanted to meet some Trotskyists.”15
Given the minuscule size of the Trotskyist movement—in Britain the first
Trotskyist grouping, the Communist League, was formed when the twelve
strong “Balham Group” of veteran cpgb members in South West London
around figures like Reg Groves, Harry Wicks, and Hugo Dewar was expelled
in 1932—it was no s imple task. By the time James finally came across orga
nized Trotskyists in Britain in spring 1934—after his return from a research
trip to France—the Communist League had already split, and James found
himself joining the minority led by Denzil Dean Harber who had been willing to follow Trotsky’s tactical advice to join and “enter” the Independent
Labour Party (ilp).16 The ilp had deep historic roots in the British working-
class movement, particularly in regions such as the north of E
 ngland and
Scotland—and with over 16,000 members was about five times the size of
the small but slowly growing cpgb. It had broken away from Labour in 1932
in what Gidon Cohen notes was “the most important Left wing split in the
history of the Labour Party.”17
Living in Hampstead in London at this point, James would meet up with
his new Trotskyist comrades at meetings held locally in the home of the distinguished scientist Dr. Izrael Heiger and his partner, Esther. This little group
6 |
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 ere all part of their local ilp branch in Finchley (in northwest London) and
w
James recalled the group “had meetings almost every evening” that summer,
mainly in the Heigers’ garden.18 Living with the Heigers at this time was a
young Hungarian political exile, Hans Vajda, whom Esther had met in Austria and invited back to live with herself and Izrael.19 James would still have
memories of Vajda decades later, describing, in Beyond a Boundary, “a Hungarian refugee in London between the two wars—he was not twenty years
old” as “one of the few who after a few hours of talk have left me as tired as if
I had been put through a wringer.”20
James’s knowledge and understanding of revolutionary politics now grew
in leaps and bounds. As he remembered, “I joined the Trotskyist movement
and I learned Marxism in the Trotskyist movement.”21 James’s sharp intellect, keen memory, and wide general knowledge and reading quickly made
him stand out. One new participant, John Archer,22 then a student at London University, remembered James giving a talk, “an original analysis of the
social and economic inequalities in the Soviet Union.”23 Yet the group w
 ere
not just about discussion and debate, but also activism and campaigning. As
James recalled, “In the summer we held meetings along the side of the road.
We put up something to stand on and we sold books and spoke.”24
In 1934, James moved from Hampstead into a flat in central London, at
9 Heathcote Street, and soon meetings of the group were held there. One
new recruit, Louise Cripps, a former English student at University College
London, later recalled vividly one such meeting.25 Cripps remembers that
aside from herself, James, and Esther Heiger, there were five other comrades
at this meeting, all relatively young. There was Arthur Ballard, a young carpenter;26 Ajit Roy, a young Bengali law student; and Earle Birney, a Canadian doctoral student of English—the latter both at the London School of Economics.27
There were also two young Oxford students who w
 ere “old friends,” Jack
Whittaker and Hilary Sumner-Boyd (an American “who had taken the
pseudonym of Charles Sumner”).28
Not sitting at the table but standing in a corner or moving, from time to
time, from one place or another around the room, was an Indian named
[Bal Krishna] Gupta . . . a tall, somewhat plump ivory-faced man, very
genial . . . a close friend of James. . . . He never seemed to take part in
any of the sessions . . . but he was there often, almost daily. I was told
by James that his father had a very large export business of jute in India
and was a very wealthy man; that Gupta had a large allowance, but
Introduction
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b ecause of a restriction visa could not take part in any political groups
or meetings.29
James’s connection with Bal Krishna Gupta, an economics student at
London University (who helped James out financially during the writing of
World Revolution), together with Ajit Roy, was to be significant for the future
history of Trotskyism in India and Ceylon (now Sri Lanka). As Charles
Wesley Ervin notes, Gupta had met James and, “like so many others, was
dazzled.” Gupta then gave a copy of Trotsky’s History to his Bengali friend
Ajit Roy, then a member of the cpgb and League Against Imperialism. Roy
was impressed by reading Trotsky and inevitably introduced to James, soon
becoming a leading Trotskyist in his own right. “I had rarely come across a
finer political polemicist than C. L. R. James,” Roy recalled. “His attacks on
Stalinism were absolutely devastating.”30 After helping win Gupta and Roy
to Trotskyism, James would go on to help train up what Ervin describes as
“a cohort of Ceylonese students” in Britain during the 1930s.31 Aside from its
international makeup, what is noticeable about this little group at this stage
is its relative youth and inexperience, typical of the Trotskyist movement at
this time. However, t here w
 ere exceptions, such as Ballard, whom James recalled as a “gifted intellectual with a proletarian base” of support, largely as
a result of his previous record of activism in various campaigns through the
cpgb’s Young Communist League.32 Birney, ostensibly in London to work
on a doctoral thesis titled “Chaucer and English Irony,” had arrived from
Canada (where he had been won to Trotskyism) in late September 1934,
and while only thirty, had the experience of working “underground” as a respected organizer for the Communist Party of the United States.33
In November 1934, an important meeting of Trotskyists inside the ilp
took place, forming the Marxist Group, and vowing to try and transform the
ilp into a “revolutionary party.” The original entrists around Harber now had
some sixty members around them, having been very successful in the eight
months since joining, recruiting experienced ilp activists like Bert Matlow
and Ernie Patterson (the latter was later a general secretary of the Construction Workers’ Union and was remembered by Wicks as “a marvellous
debater, very earthy working class speaker”), as well as impressive new members like James.34 The group soon formalized relations with the international
Trotskyist movement and agreed to publish a monthly Bulletin of the Marxist
Group, a “duplicated pamphlet series, mostly of the writings of Trotsky and
statements of the International Left Opposition.”35
8 |
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However, while the Trotskyists in the ilp themselves w
 ere steadily growing and had cause for optimism, by 1935, the ilp itself, though retaining
strong bases of support in many localities, had shrunk to only around four
thousand members.36 As a leading ilp member, Fenner Brockway, himself
noted, “The ilp experimented in many different directions, at one time approaching the Communist International, at another moving towards the
Trotskyist position,” while most of the rank-and-file members regretted ever
abandoning the mass social democratic Labour Party.
As both the fortunes of the cpgb and the L
 abour Party recovered,
Trotsky now felt that the “centrist” ilp, which vacillated between reform and
revolution, had no real future and urged the Trotskyists to leave it in order to
“enter” the L
 abour Party. The old Communist League “majority” of Wicks
and Groves, having failed to grow outside the ilp, had by now already entered Labour and become the “Marxist League.” In February 1935, Harber
with a handful of other Marxist Group members followed Trotsky’s advice
 abour
and left the ilp, soon forming the “Bolshevik-Leninist Group in the L
Party.” The majority of the Marxist Group, increasingly now under James’s
leadership, decided to stay and try and continue to build inside the ilp,
where they were slowly growing and making an impact at a national level.37
From our examination of just the first year of James’s involvement in the
British Trotskyist movement, we get some sense of the movement’s small
size and overwhelmingly (but not exclusively) lower middle-class composition, with a high proportion of university students. The cosmopolitan
character of the Marxist Group is also quite striking, including as it did po
litical refugees from Germany and Hungary, white South Africans, Indian
and Canadian students, and James, the black Trinidadian journalist, working
as a cricket reporter for the Manchester Guardian. Despite including a few
former members of the cpgb, veteran trade u nion militants with an experience of working-class struggles dating back to syndicalism before the Great
War, the Marxist Group’s combined total experience of the British working-
class movement was not great.
All of these factors meant that the political authority of the exiled Trotsky
over the tiny Trotskyist movement cannot be overstated. Going by the success so far of the Marxist Group, Trotsky’s initial judgment in suggesting
“entry” to the ilp had been vindicated and for James and o thers to challenge
Trotsky’s new perspective about the necessity for his British supporters to
now “enter” the Labour Party would not have been easy. In James’s case
this would have been doubly so, for his intellectual debt to Trotsky was
Introduction
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considerable, because of his indebtedness to Trotsky’s writings not only on
such critical questions as fascism and Stalinism, but also on the relevance of
the Marxist theory of permanent revolution for anticolonial struggles in an
age of socialist revolution.38 However, staying and fighting for revolutionary
politics inside the ilp remained an attractive prospect for James, who had
been elected chair of Finchley ilp, not least because of one critical emerging
issue in world politics: the Italian fascist dictator Mussolini’s looming plans
for war against the people of Ethiopia (then known as Abyssinia).
As a militant Pan-Africanist and powerful socialist orator, James would
soon make his name as a leading anticolonial activist in Britain by helping
form the International African Friends of Abyssinia to rally opposition to
Mussolini’s “civilising mission” in early 1935. The ilp as an organization was
also happy to give James a national platform from which to speak, write, and
campaign, something that the Labour Party would never have done. The
Italian war against Ethiopia was analyzed by James in some of his very first
public theoretical contributions as a Marxist: for example, in October 1935
in his article “ilp Abyssinian Policy” in Controversy, the discussion journal
of the ilp, and in searing polemical articles analyzing European imperialism
more broadly in the New Leader.39 More critically, helped no doubt by the
arguments and intervention of James himself, in October 1935, as Mussolini’s
war began, the ilp stood out on the British Left in calling for mass resistance
to fascist Italy from below without calling for the intervention of British and
French imperialism through League of Nations sanctions.
As the Italian drums of war had begun to beat in earnest, from July to August 1935, the Seventh Congress of the Comintern had met in Moscow. Communist parties like the cpgb made what James would describe as “not only a
right, but an about turn” as they accepted the need to support the League of
Nations—which, although it had been denounced as a “thieves’ kitchen” by
Lenin, the Soviet Union had joined in 1934—and the strategy of “collective
security” to stop wars of aggression between two League members (such as
Italy and Ethiopia) through the threat of sanctions.40
The Soviet Union’s rulers felt everything had to be subordinated to the
urgent priority of securing military alliances with the British and French governments against Nazi Germany, even if the resulting turn of the Communist
parties in Europe to building the newfangled “Popular Front” against fascism
for this purpose meant sidelining anti-imperialism and the idea of international independent working-class action from below.41 James would later describe in World Revolution how the Comintern was thrown into chaos by this
10 |
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“about turn,” and, “following Stalin, missed the greatest opportunity in years
of at best striking a powerful blow against the colonial policy of imperialism,
and at worst rallying round itself the vanguard of the working-class movement in preparation for the coming war.”42
The turn of the Comintern toward the Popular Front after Hitler’s seizure of power in 1933 (and then the later abandonment of Ethiopia by the
Soviet Union in 1935 when it put its own national interest first and sold oil to
help fascist Italy’s war machine) had thrown many black activists in Britain,
particularly those who had once also been in or around the cpgb, such as
the Barbadian cofounders of the Negro Welfare Association, Chris Braithwaite and Arnold Ward, into a state of confusion and disbelief.43 In autumn
1933, George Padmore, James’s boyhood friend from Trinidad who had risen
to become a leading black Comintern official as editor of the Negro Worker
(published by the International Trade Union Committee of Negro Workers,
part of the Profintern), had seen which way the wind was blowing and accordingly resigned his post, and in 1935 he turned up at the door of James’s
London flat out of the blue. As James recalled, “As a Trotskyist, full-fledged
by this time, the Kremlin betrayal was no surprise to me. But I listened
with a g reat deal of sympathy to all that George had to say,” and the slanderous accusations made against Padmore by the official Communists after
he had broken from them gave James “a first-hand inside glimpse of Stalinism.”44 The allegiance of black radicals to Bolshevism—a phenomenon that
had reached an early high point when the black Jamaican poet and socialist
Claude McKay addressed the Fourth Congress of the Communist International in 1922 and discussed black liberation with Trotsky in Moscow—was
sharply tested amid this crisis.45 Did “Bolshevism” mean loyalty to the current leadership of the Soviet Union and Communist International, or fidelity to the classical Marxist and Leninist principles of anti-imperialism and
internationalism?
Many Pan-Africanist activists, who had once been inspired by the hope
represented by the Russian Revolution as a blow to capitalism and imperialism, now began to gradually shift away from the revolutionary Left in
bewilderment, anger, and despair. As James later noted of Padmore, “Stalinism never shook the confidence in him of black people as a whole; what
was shaken was the confidence of blacks in Communism.”46 In March 1936,
James’s fine anti-imperialist play Toussaint Louverture had been produced in
London, a production that symbolized Ethiopian resistance to Mussolini on
the British stage. But while his inspirational invocation of the revolutionary
Introduction
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C. L. R. James’s copy of the Collected Works of V. I. Lenin, vol. XVIII.
With permission from the C. L. R. James Estate.

“black Jacobins” of Haiti undoubtedly lifted the spirits of many black revolutionaries in London, James also must have sensed that a clear explicit theoretical explanation of the evolution of the Communist International was
urgently required.
The Writing of World Revolution

 fter joining the organized Trotskyist movement in Britain in 1934, James
A
had almost immediately become aware of the shortage of literature it had at
its disposal. Though he was personally fortunate in that he was able to read
some of Trotsky’s writings in French, he recalls that, aside from Trotsky’s
masterful History of the Russian Revolution, “there were no books in English,
only pamphlets.”47 James recalled how he “came to the conclusion that what
was needed was a published book summarising the whole Trotskyist position.”48 The responsibility, he felt, should have been on a more experienced
comrade’s shoulders, but, as he later recalled, “no-one else wanted to write
it.”49 One reason that James felt confident enough to write a whole new his12 |
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tory of the Communist International might have been related to his reunion with his fellow Trinidadian, George Padmore, who had worked with
leading members of the Soviet bureaucracy in Moscow, including Stalin
himself.50
Through the course of his political activism, James had also met many
others on the Left who would have given him important insights into the
history of the international socialist movement. James had become friends
with Nora Connolly O’Brien, the daughter of the legendary Irish socialist
James Connolly (who had been murdered by the British in the Easter Rising
of 1916), and James was invited to Dublin to address the Irish Citizen’s Army
 artyred
in December 1935. In World Revolution, James would pay tribute to the m
revolutionary James Connolly, suggesting “the discipline and organisation
of his Irish Citizen Army was in its own way quite comparable to that of
the Bolshevik Party.”51 In Scotland, James knew Nan Milton, the daughter
of the g reat revolutionary socialist John Maclean, and he even planned at one
point to help Milton cowrite a biography of her father.52 One reason that
World Revolution is such a lively volume is no doubt due to James allowing
the experiences and opinions of a whole range of revolutionary activists he
had met or known personally, who had visited Moscow or been at the heart
of the Communist International at one point or another—such as Harry
Wicks and George Padmore—to come through in the work.
James was also inadvertently helped in his researches by the amateurism
of the cpgb. In 1935, the Comintern’s turn toward the Popular Front meant
that much cpgb literature dating from the previous “class against class” period of 1928–33 was now obsolete and thus redundant. As James remembered,
Infected with the new virus [the Popular Front], the Communist Party
bookshop dug down in its basement and raked up all these old books,
pamphlets, and documents which had not been sold and could not relieve themselves of the old doctrine. The Communist booksellers could
have destroyed them. But . . . they placed t hese books out in front of
their bookshop, selling them if need be by the dozen in order to get rid of
them. . . . I got Number 1 of the International Press Correspondence, which
contained articles by Lenin and Stalin to name two of the most impor
tant, denouncing what had become the new doctrine. I bought freely. . . . 
I was an unsuspicious buyer . . . [and it] ended in my having a collection
of material published by the Stalinists such as no one else whom I knew
had.53
Introduction
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In early 1936, Fenner Brockway, the editor of the New Leader, had introduced James to Fredric Warburg, of the new publishing firm Secker and
Warburg.54 Warburg asked if he would consider writing a book on “African
Socialism,” but as James recalled, “I tell him, ‘No, that is not the book for
me.’ ”55 When James proposed instead a history of the Comintern, Warburg
was skeptical, particularly given this was one history of the Communist International that few Communists in Britain would be rushing out to buy. To
convince Warburg, James sat down and, using the material he had from his
now-extensive collection of documents, wrote a twenty-thousand-word synopsis in a week that was “not only clear in analysis, but full of quotes.”56 For
James to have found and convinced a sympathetic publisher such as Warburg was a vital breakthrough.
James’s research for the writing of World Revolution was undertaken during
a particularly intense period of political activity, for in spring 1936 he had embarked on a national speaking tour about Mussolini’s war on Ethiopia with the
ilp, which had enabled him to engage with socialists in not only E
 ngland but
57
also Ireland, Scotland, and South Wales. Inside the ilp, the principled anti-
imperialists around James had famously clashed in April 1936 at the annual conference in Keighley with the “Parliamentary Group” around James Maxton mp
over the question of w
 hether socialists should stand clearly in solidarity with
Ethiopia against a war of colonial aggression or stand aside from a clash between two dictators—Mussolini and Haile Selassie, the emperor of Ethiopia.
For Trotsky, the ilp’s debacle over their parliamentarians’ appalling position on this question reinforced his earlier position that “the cause of the
ilp seems to me to be hopeless,” and he reiterated his belief that James and
the other leaders of the Marxist Group “must seek ways of preparing a truly
revolutionary party for the British proletariat” outside of it.58 The Marxist
Group u nder James’s leadership, however, decided to stay and fight against
the odds for revolutionary politics inside the ilp, and Harry Wicks, though
not a Marxist Group member himself, would always praise the work carried
out by this “tightly organised” grouping.59
On June 21, 1936, we find James in South Wales, and one member of the
Newport ilp, Sidney Robinson, recorded in his diary that he “attended a
Day School organised by the National Council of Labour Colleges [nclc]
at Stow Hill Labour Hall, Newport, the Lecturer being C. L. R. James, subject ‘International and British Working Class Movements.’ ”60 James was
clearly thinking hard about his forthcoming book throughout this period,
and in his introduction to the 1993 edition of World Revolution, Al Richard14 |
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son noted how “oral tradition in South Wales still pointed to a house where
James allegedly worked on this book while campaigning for the ilp.”61
On June 24, 1936, James was able to write to Trotsky, then in Norway:
Dear Comrade Trotsky,
The obvious bankruptcy of the Comintern has had an effect in all quarters in England, although this effect has not penetrated to the masses as yet.
After trying for nearly a year to get some publisher to take a book on the
Rise and Fall of the Communist International, I have at last succeeded in
getting a well-known firm of publishers, Secker and Warburg, to agree to
publish a book on this subject. They have given me carte blanche, and at
last all our material and our point of view will be put before the public in
comprehensive form.
The publication of the book is extremely important for us. . . . The cp
here are terribly frightened at the prospect, for they, more than anyone
else, know all that is to be said about their criminal policy during the last
few years.
Although I am dealing with the Comintern, yet I am devoting as much
space to the development of the Soviet Union as to the strategy and tactics of the Comintern on the ground that it is impossible to understand
either the one or the other without realising their basic unity.
I told the publishers that I thought you would contribute an introduction. I hope you w
 ill, and I would like to bring the ms. to you sometime
in August so that, if you have enough time, you can look at it for me and
see that everything is in order. I am anxious about this b ecause I have got
the publishers’ permission to print an appendix in which I shall castigate
without mercy the Webbs, Maurice Dobb, Harold Laski, and all these Left-
intellectuals who have been so constantly misleading the public about the
Stalinist regime, especially in recent years . . . 
With comradely greetings,
Yours fraternally,
C. L. R. James.62
In late July 1936, James, together with Denzil Dean Harber, would attend the First International Conference for the Fourth International, held
in France, as an elected delegate from Britain.63 This was a rare opportunity
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for James to develop his knowledge and understanding of the international
Communist movement, given t here were revolutionaries present from across
Europe, including the fascist dictatorships of Germany and Austria. James
recalled, “I would say a few words and speak, as I could speak in French,”
but he distinctly felt that others present “had come from the revolutionary
movement, but we [in Britain] had not . . . what was happening in Britain
was nothing.” Th
 ere were even one or two veteran Russian revolutionaries,
members of the Left Opposition from the Soviet Union who w
 ere currently
in Europe and “came in secretly” and “I remember them sitting there, and I
spoke with them. It took some time, they smiled and said, ‘Yes.’ But I know
now that they were saying, ‘You are nothing but left wing Labour demo
crats.’ ”64 James made friends with the veteran revolutionary Leon Lesoil,
who had been a founding member of the Belgian Communist Party, until
his expulsion for “Trotskyism” in 1927, and had been one of the leaders of
the Belgian General Strike of 1932.65 James also met Pierre Naville, a young
French Trotskyist who would later translate James’s The Black Jacobins into
French.66
James’s hoped-for meeting with Trotsky himself in August 1936 was, however, not to happen, no doubt due to the opening that month of the first
Moscow Trial, “The Case of the Trotskyite-Zinovievite Terrorist Centre,”
which also explains why Trotsky was not able to find the time to read James’s
book World Revolution until 1939, let alone contribute an introduction. The
Moscow Trials represented a tremendous new test for the tiny international
Trotskyist movement. Though accusations by the Stalinist bureaucracy of
their assisting “counter-revolution” through acts of “terrorism” inside the
Soviet Union had already become customary, in August 1936, however, surviving leaders of the “Old Bolsheviks,” including Zinoviev and Kamenev, apparently confessed to having conspired with Trotsky to assassinate Kirov in
December 1934 and of now plotting to assassinate Stalin and other Soviet
leaders to “restore capitalism.” The Executive Committee of the Communist
International (ecci) ordered the leaders of Western Communist parties on
August 28, 1936, “to use the trial . . . for the political liquidation of Trotsky
and Trotskyism as a fascist agency that, in capitalist countries masking itself
with radical phrases disorganises the workers’ movement.”67 On cue, leading
British Communists like Robin Page Arnot now insisted that “the view that
Trotskyism was a tendency within the working-class movement is now long
out of date. Trotskyism is now revealed as an ancillary of fascism. . . . [T]he
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ilp is in great danger of falling into the hands of Trotskyists, and becoming

a wing of fascism.”68
It was not just hardened Communists like Arnot who went along with
the notion that Trotskyists w
 ere now dangerous quasi-fascist “wreckers” of
socialism. Whole swathes of the British Left, including even the ilp leadership, refused to hold meetings about the Moscow Trials in order to not
complicate discussions that had begun in early 1936 around potential unity
with the cpgb (who aimed to construct a British “Popular Front” against
fascism), leaving the Trotskyists more isolated than ever. More critically, by
now the Spanish Civil War was also in full swing, and Harry Wicks recalled
how that made matters even more difficult: “It was the feeling of frustration,
the feeling of defeat, that the Trials gave one. I can remember vividly Reg
Groves expressing it that the Moscow T
 rials ‘represents curtains for us’—
that was his phrase. . . . [I]t was most unpopular to defend Trotsky in the
working class and even in L
 abour Party circles. Th
 ere was g reat pro-Russian
sentiment, particularly in the Spanish Civil War. There was Aid for Spain,
Ambulances for Spain and Food for Spain. Nobody wanted to know the politics of what was happening in Spain.”
The growing sense that the mounting atmosphere of hysteria and hatred
created by Stalinist slander and terror represented a life-and-death question
for the British Trotskyist movement led to members of the three main groups
feeling, as Wicks put it, “we have got to get together, we have got to unify, to
erect some defence.”69 On August 31, 1936, a meeting of two or three hundred
Trotskyists and their sympathizers in Hyde Park called for an international
investigation into the accusations made, demanding Trotsky win the right of
political asylum in Norway, f ree from internment and fascist thugs.70 On September 9, 1936, James joined Henry Sara and Wicks from the Marxist League
at a meeting of the newly formed British Committee for the Defence of Leon
Trotsky at Essex Hall in the Strand, London, the first of many such central
London meetings.71 Wicks in particul ar was very e ager for a firm position to
be taken with respect to the slander and vilification of Trotsky, whom he had
met in Copenhagen in 1932 (as the sole “delegate” from Britain), b ecause he
knew from his own experience the Moscow Trial was based on lies. “I knew
[Leon] Sedov [Trotsky’s son] was not in Copenhagen—that it was a lie, and
that the Bristol Hotel [allegedly a meeting place, but in fact a building that
did not exist in 1932] was another lie . . . so I stood on firm ground and others
did not.”72
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The British Trotskyists, though a small group, were significant enough to
disrupt and intervene in public Communist meetings held to try and justify the Moscow T
 rials. Wicks remembers a packed meeting at this time in
Conway Hall on Theobalds Road at which an Indian journalist, Raj Hansa,
just as the meeting was about to start, leapt to his feet at the front of the
hall. “Mr Chairman, would it be in order, before the commencement of this
meeting, if we were to ask everybody to rise in honour of the old companion of Lenin, Zinoviev, who has been shot!” In the resulting “pandemonium,” the Communists were forced to let Wicks, a former cpgb member,
speak from the platform.73 James remembers he “made it a habit to wreck the
Stalinist meetings.” “I used to go to their meetings,” he recalled, “and take
only two people with me and their meetings would break up, because I had
the Stalinist statements in my pocket and I would have a lot of copies and
give the chaps copies and say ‘Now have a read.’ ” The official trial transcripts
contradicted themselves, as was clear to anyone prepared to read them carefully. James, with his excellent memory and keen eye for detail, was able to
remember and recall with ease relevant facts or quotes to expose any new
Communist argument he came across.74
Amid this campaigning work and despite not securing Trotsky’s direct assistance, James succeeded in finishing writing in the winter of 1936 with the
help of his comrades in the Trotskyist movement. As James later recalled,
“My room was one third full with newspapers, clipped or to be clipped, and
periodically some of my friends in the Trotskyist movement would come in
and clip and organise.”75 As Louise Cripps of the Marxist Group recalled,
“When he was writing World Revolution, we all did our best to help him
by looking up sources, by finding clippings that would be useful.”76 James
also seemed to have been helped by Earle Birney, who in 1936 had returned
to Canada (where he later would become Canada’s poet laureate), and
especially by Wicks, who not only had seen the likes of Kautsky, Bukharin,
Radek, and Trotsky in action himself but also had a rich collection of unpublished and original documents from his training at the International Lenin
School in Moscow in the late 1920s. “No less important,” Wicks once recalled
of his helping James at this time, “I commented on each chapter as he drafted
it.”77 As James noted in his preface to World Revolution, “I would like to thank
Harry Wicks of London and those who, in Canada, and, particularly, South
Africa, read the manuscript, pointed out errors, and gave valuable advice.”78
James remembers “writing the book with great speed, never once having to go
to the British Museum or to any other collection of books.”79 Wicks recalled
18 |
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how James “laboured through an enormous literature, working from a small
room in Gray’s Inn Road, heated by the smallest of gas fires. Working as his
typist and secretary was Dorothy Pizer, the companion of George Padmore.”80
With such help, James was able to make excellent use of some rare primary source material—in English, French, and German—relating to the
early years of the Communist International, such as the secret 1924 ecci
conference report “The Lessons of the German Events” as well as files of International Press Correspondence, which he had been able to acquire or had
been passed his way by supporters.81 He writes at one point how “many of
the most important articles by Lenin, written after 1918, have to be tracked
down in obscure publications or translated afresh” as “the present Soviet regime dare not publish them or, when it does so, truncates them.”82 It was
also the case, as Al Richardson has noted, that “James was particularly open
to theories of the sort dismissed at the time by Trotskyists as ‘ultra-left,’ ”
including “literature of the French and American non-Stalinist and non-
Trotskyist left.”83 In part this came from the same sense of “fair play” that
had once led James to read Stalin a fter reading Trotsky, and now led him to
read left-wing critics of Trotsky. Perhaps it also owed something to the rather
eclectic environment of the ilp, with its various traditions, including council
communism and diverse other forms of non-Leninist socialism.84
Trotsky, in an attempt to overcome the vast chasm that existed between
the gigantic tasks ahead and the puny state of the actual resources at
the Trotskyist movement’s disposal, had turned to some very centripetal
organizational measures to try to build a stable revolutionary apparatus
around him. Each national section of the Trotskyist movement was expected
to participate in the discussion of the way forward for other sections and to be
aware of the details of other sections’ faction fights and splits. The Trotskyist
movement also a dopted a very elaborate and tight organizational structure,
and at the First International Conference for the Fourth International in
1936 set up not just an “International Secretariat” but also a “General Council”
and an International “Bureau.” While this replicated the structures of the
Comintern, unfortunately the Trotskyist movement was so weak it made
any stability in terms of personnel very difficult, even leaving aside the
additional difficulties posed by Stalinist infiltration, sabotage, and terror operating at the highest level. If the leadership of a revolutionary organization
is constantly changing, it is harder for it to build up any real trust and “moral
capital” with the rank-and-file members. As Tony Cliff, himself a Trotskyist
at the time in Palestine, observed, “The structure of a political organisation
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cannot rise very far above its real base . . . an overheavy structure under such
conditions could only be an unnecessary burden.”85
By the winter of 1936, James’s Marxist Group w
 ere internally in something
of a crisis, having been effectively forced out of the ilp, and were now planning to go it alone as an independent organization. This ran against the expressed wishes of the International Secretariat, who were even considering
the option of refusing to recognize them as an official part of the international Trotskyist movement if they did not now follow the overwhelming
majority of their British comrades into the L
 abour Party.86 When James finished writing World Revolution, in January 1937, his decision to dedicate it
to his comrades in “The Marxist Group” was political in more senses than
one—a sign of loyalty to his comrades, even at the risk of upsetting the leadership of international Trotskyism.
In late January 1937, a second Moscow Trial was announced, charging
Trotsky, who had now taken refuge in Mexico, in absentia, for working for
the military defeat of the Soviet Union, in formal agreement with Hitler
and the emperor of Japan. Radek, Pyatakov, and sixteen others sat in the
dock, apparently confessing to the charge of plotting with Trotsky to form
an “Anti-Soviet Bloc.”87 The leaders of Western Communist parties dutifully
followed new o rders to intensify their “campaign in the press and among
the masses against Trotsky and Trotskyism as a terrorist agency, a gang
of wreckers, subversives, spies, and accomplices of the German Gestapo.”88
The British Committee for the Defence of Leon Trotsky in the midst of this
growing atmosphere of hysteria and hatred called a meeting u nder the banner of “Justice for Leon Trotsky!” for February 10, 1937, in Memorial Hall
in Farringdon, pessimistically expecting it to be the “usual suspects.” Yet
this London meeting was to be a memorable one, as more than six hundred
people turned up, far above expectations and some, including L
 abour mp
Ellen Wilkinson, even had to be turned away. As James recalled, “There was
a tremendous contrast between that meeting and meetings we [the Marxist
Group] held . . . a lot of Communist Party members came and listened. . . . It
was a crisis for them.”89
Even liberal papers like the Manchester Guardian, which was in general
supportive of Stalin’s program of collectivization and industrialization in
the Soviet Union despite its brutal forced nature, were skeptical of what it
called the “Stalinist persecution” represented by the latest Moscow Trial.
This was met with fury by British Communist functionaries, and the ever
loyal Robin Page Arnot seems to have even tenuously tried to explain the
20 |
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Manchester Guardian’s doubts about w
 hether Trotsky and the other defendants truly represented what Arnot called “a ‘Fifth Column’ of fascism” as a
result of C. L. R. James’s (by now past) connection to the paper as a cricket
reporter. As Arnot put it in March 1937, the paper’s skeptical line was “not
a particular bizarre outburst of romantic liberalism, defending ‘the man in
the dock’ . . . the explanation is that on the staff of the Manchester Guardian
there is a Trotskyist, and to his tender care the old newspaper of C. P. Scott
entrusted its reputation.”90
As chair of the Marxist Group and editor of its paper Fight, where he
penned a fine essay on the Second Moscow Trial, James—“the Manchester
Guardian Trotskyist”—ably and eloquently defended the organizer of the
October Revolution and founder of the Red Army from the tirade of Stalinist slander during the Moscow T
 rials at numerous meetings in Britain.91
James was in his element at such meetings, deconstructing the slanderous
Stalinist myths and smears with indignation and humor. On February 14,
1937, he would debate the pro-Communist L
 abour mp and King’s Councillor D. N. Pritt at a meeting of the Friends of the Soviet Union chaired by
Victor Gollancz at the Friend’s Meeting House on Euston Road.92 Many
veterans of the early British Trotskyist movement had warm memories of
James’s taking apart representatives of the cpgb in various debates. For
Charlie van Gelderen, “James was probably the finest orator our movement
has produced, at least in the English-speaking world, and the movement
made full use of his talents.” He paid tribute to James’s “active role in combating the vicious Stalinist campaign against Trotsky and Trotskyism,” noting
“he was the one person feared by the Stalinists as being more than a match
for people such as Communist party leaders Harry Pollitt and R. Palme
Dutt.”93
One can imagine it was rather hard for Communist speakers to make
out that James, who had made his name opposing Italian fascism as the chair
of the iafa, was some sort of “Trotsky-Fascist.” James was, after all, probably
the most well-known black public intellectual in British politics and, like the
Jewish Trotsky, seemed hardly the sort of person Hitler would want r unning
the Soviet Union instead of Stalin. After seeing James in action, the cpgb
agreed to only debate with Trotskyists as long as he was not the speaker.
However, often the Trotskyists would set up such a debate with leading
Communists, such as Andrew Rothstein (who wrote u nder the pseudonym
“R. F. Andrews”) and Pat Devine, only to send James along instead of the
agreed speaker.
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The front cover of the first issue of Fight (October 1936).
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Secker and Warburg’s advertisement for World Revolution (in Fight, April 1937).

C. L. R. James’s World Revolution

As a leading Trotskyist activist in Britain, James then found himself writing a
history of the Communist International in odd moments of respite amid the
turmoil of 1936—another great year of international revolutionary struggle,
with the election of a Popular Front government in France, which triggered
mass strikes and workers’ occupations, and then the Spanish Revolution.
That World Revolution appeared on April 12, 1937, during the torrent of lies
against “Trotsky-Fascism” emanating from Stalin’s Great Terror, reminds us
that 1936 was not simply a g reat year of revolution but also a year of counterrevolution. As James would later recall, “They were very serious days.” Citing
the murder of Rudolf Klement—one of Trotsky’s secretaries whom James
had met in Paris on several occasions—after his abduction by Stalin’s secret
police in July 1938, James remembered that “there was a German boy very
active in our movement. One day we found him at the bottom of the Seine.”94
James’s 440-page-long work fittingly aimed to analyze the past and pres
ent struggles of what he called the “international revolutionary movement
against Capitalism” during “the most turbulent twenty years in all history.”95
The title World Revolution, 1917–1936 emphasized two great revolutionary upheavals—in Russia in 1917 and in Spain in 1936—but aimed to demonstrate
how and why one revolution ended in victory while the fate of the other
revolutionary struggle was to go down to crushing defeat. In 1938, in his
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own work, The Communist International, Franz Borkenau, a German Communist activist during the 1920s, testified to the pathbreaking nature of
C. L. R. James’s work when he called it “the one available general history of
the Comintern.” For Borkenau, World Revolution “was a study which reflects
throughout the Trotskyist point of view. The early history of the Comintern
is dealt with very summarily, and the later period is envisaged entirely to
prove Stalin’s ‘betrayal’ and the correctness of Trotsky’s views.”96
Borkenau’s own work, The Communist International, was certainly wide-
ranging and comprehensive in its coverage of various Communist parties
and their struggles particularly in Europe—where he had had firsthand experience of the movement—but also internationally, for example, including
a chapter on “The Comintern and the Colonial Peoples.” And Borkenau was
correct that James in World Revolution was certainly in a fundamental sense
building on Leon Trotsky, who had not only done more than any Marxist
since Marx himself to help develop the theory of permanent revolution in
the aftermath of the Russian Revolutions of 1905 and 1917 but also had had
to play alongside Lenin a critical role in shaping the early years of the Communist International itself, due to the shortage of other experienced and
able Communists able to take such a lead. Before James, Trotsky had already
advanced his own authoritative analysis of the decline of the Communist
International u nder Zinoviev and Stalin’s leadership after Lenin’s death in
numerous articles and works, perhaps most notably his 1928 draft statement in response to the Sixth Congress of the Communist International,
published in English for the first time in 1936 as The Third International a fter
Lenin. This work of Trotsky had first been published in French in 1929, and
James also made time to read fresh from the French edition of Trotsky’s The
Revolution Betrayed, which, though written by June 1936, was not published
in Britain until May 1937, one month a fter World Revolution came out. James
himself acknowledged his debt to Trotsky in his preface to World Revolution,
noting that “how much the book owes to the writings of Trotsky, the text can
only partially show.”97
James’s Trotskyist framework of permanent revolution, however, ensured that the analysis in World Revolution was strikingly superior to that of
Borkenau in the dialectical interplay of the national and international vis-
à-vis developments in the Soviet Union and the Communist International.
Borkenau posited a fundamental division between Tsarist Russia (and other
“industrially backward countries” such as “Spain, South Americ a, China”)
where revolutions were possibilities, with “highly developed modern indus24 |
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trial countries” where at least some pretense of liberal parliamentary democracy existed and “all classes and groups are much too ‘bourgeois’ to make a
proletarian revolution a practical proposition.” For Borkenau, the history of
the Communist International and the course of Soviet history w
 ere fundamentally not, as Trotsky and Trotskyists like James insisted, an “immense
betrayal,” but a realistic and pragmatic coming to terms with “the fact that international proletarian revolution a fter which the Bolsheviks originally hunted
was a phantom.”98 The failure of the Communist International to spread revolution internationally out from Lenin’s Moscow was for Borkenau an inevitability flowing from the objective circumstances.
For James, following Trotsky, the failure of the Communist International
was rather a subjective matter, the failure of politics and political leadership.
The necessity of a tightly organized and disciplined mass revolutionary party
like Lenin’s Bolsheviks for Trotsky had been demonstrated beyond all doubt
by the successful October Revolution in Russia in 1917 (and then conversely
in a negative fashion by the failure of “the German October” of 1923).99 James
in World Revolution therefore devoted time to an examination of what was so
novel about “Leninism” and what Lenin, “one of the highest representatives
of European culture,” himself meant by socialism and how this contrasted
with the “Marxism” and “socialism” of Stalin, who “in every respect except
singlemindedness of purpose, was the very antithesis of his predecessor.”100
James’s World Revolution was about defending the classical Marxist and Leninist tradition of revolutionary internationalism against the latest theoretical
form of revisionist “national socialism,” Joseph Stalin’s newfangled concept
of “Socialism in One Country,” advanced in October 1924 and that fitted
the mood of the new rising ruling Soviet bureaucracy a fter the failure of the
German Revolution in 1923. As James put it in one critical passage, “we have
devoted an apparently disproportionate amount of time to these two tendencies in the labour movement—Marxism and Revisionism, international
and national socialism. The disproportion is only apparent. With the formation of the Third International and the adhesion to it of the revolutionary
internationalists, Revisionism became openly and without shame the ruling
doctrine of the Second International. But in 1924 Revisionism made its appearance in the Russian Bolshevik Party, for similar reasons to its appearance
in the Second International and with the identical results.”101
Having established how theoretically the tradition of “national socialism”
had triumphed in Russia with the rise of a conservative bureaucracy led by
Stalin, James now turned back to assert how this played out in practice with
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respect to the international class struggle. This was done in a slightly problematic manner, leading to one major criticism of the work, made by Leon
Trotsky in conversation with James himself when they met for discussions
in Coyoacán, Mexico, in April 1939. Though Trotsky thought World Revolution was “a very good book,” he felt it was marred by “a lack of dialectical
approach, Anglo-Saxon empiricism, and formalism which is only the reverse
of empiricism.”102
More concretely, Trotsky argued that James made “his whole approach to
the subject depend on one date—the appearance of Stalin’s theory of socialism in a single country. . . . This makes the whole structure false.”103 While
James headed his chapter “Stalin Kills the 1923 Revolution,” Trotsky pointed
out that “the German revolution had more influence on Stalin than Stalin on
the German revolution.”104 After discussion of the lost German Revolution
of 1918–23, James turned to how the “nationalist blundering of the central direction in Moscow” helped ensure the General Strike in Britain in 1926 went
down to defeat before again (with slightly more justification h ere) making
Stalin critical to “ruining” another revolution, this time in China during
1925–27.105 James then turned to Stalin’s brutal industrialization and forced
collectivization programs in the Soviet Union from the late 1920s, which
“seemed to promise a restoration of the proletariat to its rightful place in a
Workers’ State” but, because the whole notion of “Socialism in One Country” was an impossibility, “could not and did not emancipate the Russian
proletariat, but resulted in a tightening of its chains.”106 James then switched
back to the greatest disaster, which overcame the international working-class
movement in this period, the triumph of Hitler’s Nazis to power in Germany
in 1933, in no small part as a result of the Communist International’s catastrophist perspectives during its sectarian “class against class” period of 1928–33,
“the egregious folly of Social Fascism” as a concept and its fundamental
abandonment of the United Front tactic.107
In his discussion of the rise of Hitler’s Nazis, James was helped by his German friend Charlie Lahr, an anarchist bookseller whom he had first met in
London in 1933.108 Born Karl Lahr in the Rhineland, he had chosen internment at London’s Alexandra Palace to fighting for the Kaiser in the Great
War, and though briefly a member of the cpgb on its formation in 1920, he
left it over the suppression of the Kronstadt revolt and founded a bookshop,
Lahr, located at 68 Red Lion Street. James later proudly recalled how Lahr’s
concrete knowledge had helped him to “penetrate more profoundly than
usual not so much into the political arguments and conflicts but into the
26 |
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“But, officer,—the man’s a dangerous red!” The cartoonist David Low on the Popular
Front and the defense of the Moscow Trials being organized by the Communist Party
leader Harry Pollitt (“Our Harry”) and the Comintern (in the Evening Standard,
May 21, 1937). “Can it be a private nightmare of Low’s or does the turn of recent events
in Spain and Russia show the official Communist Party to be not as Red as of yore?”
Courtesy of David Low / Solo Syndication.

a ctual feeling of the different social organisations in Germany before Hitler.
I do not hesitate [in chapter 12, “After Hitler, Our Turn”] . . . in showing that
the Communist International deliberately manoeuvred Hitler into power . . . 
there is a sense of journalism from day to day in the chapter which is the
result of my constant seeking out Charlie as events happened from day to
day.”109
Trotsky was understandably less impressed with the specificities of this
aspect of James’s argument, noting that he “cannot agree that the policy of
the International was only a materialisation of the commands of Moscow” in
general, while the specific idea that by 1931 Stalin had a “plan” to “allow fascism to come into power is absurd . . . a deification of Stalin.”110
After discussing the rise of Hitler, James then returned to the social and
cultural consequences of Stalin’s First Five-Year Plan and forced collectivization for the Soviet Union, what James called “the G
 reat Retreat” u nder way,
a section of the work that doubtless would have been revelatory for many of
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James’s readers at the time. The final two chapters counterposed the Communist International’s new “Popular Front” perspective of building a broad
democratic alliance against fascism—in essence for James to be summed up
as “the revolution abandoned”—with the tradition of Leninism and the first
four congresses of the Communist International, which were now embodied in the tiny isolated movement around Trotsky. As James concluded, the
forging of a Fourth International represented “the only hope” of preserving
the revolutionary internationalist tradition. A year a fter World Revolution was
published, James himself would be delegated to attend the founding conference of the Fourth International in France in 1938, where he was elected to
the fifteen-strong International Executive Committee.
Beyond Trotsky

James’s general fidelity to Trotsky’s general analysis explains the comments
of James’s authorized biographer, Paul Buhle, that World Revolution represents “James’s least original major work.”111 Yet World Revolution was in two
important ways strikingly original for a Trotskyist book of the period, implicitly challenging and questioning Trotsky himself and even beginning to
see further than he did.112 Trotsky’s The Revolution Betrayed had been written
before the first of the Moscow Trials and before the eruption of the Spanish Civil War and so James’s World Revolution was able to, more clearly than
Trotsky did, expose the counterrevolutionary nature of Stalinism. Though
Borkenau had argued James’s study “reflects throughout the Trotskyist point
of view,” World Revolution actually showed James was already starting to react
against what he felt w
 ere the limitations of both Trotsky’s analysis of the Soviet Union and the Trotskyist movement as he had experienced it, and it is
worth looking at how these feelings found expression in the work.
The first issue was the question of the character of the Soviet Union itself,
the “Russian Question,” about which James was as concerned as anyone else
in the Trotskyist movement. On the face of it, Trotsky’s pioneering analysis
of the Soviet Union as a degenerated workers’ state run by a ruling parasitic
caste of Stalinist bureaucrats described in The Revolution Betrayed was endorsed and expanded on by James. Indeed, some of the least “original” passages of World Revolution arguably come when James writes about the richer
peasantry in the Soviet Union as the main danger that lay ahead. Though
James stressed the growth of the “bureaucracy, welded by the combined fight
against peasantry and proletariat” and now constituting “a distinct caste of
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millions, through Stalin and the apparatus controlling all the organs of politics and economics,” he can still write (following Trotsky in 1936) passages
stating that the “greatest danger to Socialist Russia was Capitalism, not only
on the outside, but the seeds of it inside—the peasantry” who still posed
“the danger today.”113
More critically, Trotsky’s idea that state ownership of the means of production meant that the Soviet Union was somehow inherently “socialist”
was deeply problematic in terms of Marxist theory. As George Padmore had
noted in How Britain Rules Africa (1936), there were “state-built, state-owned
and state-managed” railways in colonial West Africa but this was very far from
“socialism.” Indeed, as Padmore continued, it was imperialism or “state capitalism” as “the p eople, that is, the 25,000,000 Blacks don’t derive any more
advantages from these railways than if they were privately owned.”114 When
in February 1937 Sir William Beveridge, the famous British administrator, researcher, and head of the London School of Economics, noted in The Times
the probable necessity for state ownership of British industry in any f uture
war, James himself, in an editorial for Fight, commented that what Beveridge
had in mind was “not socialism . . . the ruling class in an emergency is willing
to take over private property and administer it by the State in order to gain
greater efficiency for war.”115
Moreover, the idea that the rise of a blood-soaked dictatorship of Stalinist bureaucrats constituted “the victory of socialism in the Soviet Union”
seemed disgustingly perverse to James. An article in the Manchester Guardian
in February 1936 by Michael Polanyi, author of USSR Economics (1936) and
the younger b rother of Karl Polanyi, had suggested the Soviet Union “may
not be the Socialism of the fathers or the prophets, but it works.” As James,
the Manchester Guardian’s former cricket correspondent, now countered in
World Revolution, “It is not the Socialism of the prophets, it is not any kind
of Socialism, and it does not work in any precise sense of that word.”116 Contrary to Marx’s and Lenin’s predictions, “far from withering away, the State
is more omnipresent than ever.” Stalin’s “terrorist regime” for James was not
only “a caricature of socialism” but also a “revolting tyranny,” indeed a “politi
cal tyranny without parallel in Europe.”117
Indeed, by the time he wrote World Revolution James was already showing
an openness to those arguing the Soviet Union had become a state capi
talist society.118 According to Special Branch, the British secret police ser
vice, when James spoke in defense of Trotsky a fter the first Moscow Trial
on September 9, 1936, “he compared the conditions of the British and
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Russian workers, adding that a form of capitalism was creeping into the Soviet State.”119 One intriguing reference in World Revolution was to the classic
work The Secret of Hitler’s Victory by the now-forgotten but once legendary
veteran Russian Marxist Peter Petroff and his German wife, Irma, which had
been published in 1934 by Leonard and Virginia Woolf ’s Hogarth Press.120
The Petroffs’ Marxist analysis of the rise of the German Nazis made a passing
reference in conclusion to “established state capitalism—as we see it t oday
in Russia.”121 Another reference in World Revolution was to the German historian Arthur Rosenberg, who, with other leading members of the German
Communist Party, had broken with orthodox Communism as supporters of
Zinoviev in the late 1920s.122 In 1934, an English translation of Rosenberg’s
A History of Bolshevism: From Marx to the First Five Years’ Plan (1932) was
published, the first serious academic treatment of the subject.123 Rosenberg
wrote of the USSR’s “modernist civilization,” which flowed from its “system
of State Capitalism by means of which the governing bureaucracy contrives
to maintain its hold.”124
Yet perhaps the most significant influence on James’s evolving thinking on
the “Russian question” was that of Boris Souvarine. Born Boris Liefschitz in
1885 in Kiev, Souvarine had been a founding member of the French Communist Party and, having known Trotsky since meeting him in Paris during the
Great War, spoke bravely against Stalin in Moscow. Though Trotsky had high
hopes of Souvarine forming a viable French Trotskyist group, since 1929,
Souvarine had broken off good relations with Trotsky, attacking Leninism
and describing the Soviet Union as “state capitalist.”125 In his 1935 biography
Staline, first published in Paris, Souvarine had maintained that “the Federation of Socialist Soviet Republics, the very name a four-fold contradiction
of the reality, has long ago ceased to exist,” and “Soviet state capitalism,” “so-
called Soviet society,” rests “on its own method of exploitation of man by
man.”126 James read Staline as part of his research for World Revolution and
was clearly impressed, describing it as “a book with an anarchist bias against
the dictatorship of the proletariat but irreproachably documented, very fair,
and full of insight.”127
While James’s World Revolution on the face of it rejected such heretical
theorizing, there are sections that clearly do point toward James’s future as
a leading Marxist theorist of the USSR as a state capitalist society.128 Early
on in World Revolution, James noted that, “for Marx and Engels, collective
ownership did not mean Socialism. Everything depended on the development of the productive forces which this collective ownership would make
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possible.”129 James quoted a telling passage from Engels’s Socialism: Utopian
and Scientific detailing the circumstances in which a “deficient and restricted
development of production” necessitated a class division between the exploited and exploiters, between those who are “exclusively bond slaves to
labour” and “a class freed from directly productive labour, which looks after
the general affairs of society; the direction of labour, State business, law, science, art, etc.” Added Engels: “It is therefore the law of the division of labour
that lies at the basis of the division into classes. But this does not prevent
this division into classes from being carried out by means of violence and
robbery, trickery and fraud. It does not prevent the ruling class, once having
the upper hand, from consolidating its power at the expense of the working
class, from turning their social leadership into an intensified exploitation of
the masses.”130
As James had noted, “An understanding of this elementary piece of Marxism would riddle the delusion that there is no exploitation of man by man”
in the Soviet Union.131 Indeed, “the fiction of workers’ control, after twenty
years of the revolution, is dead. But the bureaucracy fears the proletariat. It
knows, none better, the temper of the people it so mercilessly cheats and exploits.”132 One who might have demurred on this point was actually Trotsky
himself, who saw the Stalinist bureaucracy as a brutal oppressor, but not actually an exploiter of the Russian working class.133 Yet for James, the first Five-
Year Plan meant that “the remnants of workers control were wiped away.”134
Such ideas were increasingly in the air on the far left during the 1930s,
though in part this was b ecause, at that time, as Trotsky himself had noted,
the term “state capitalism” had “the advantage that nobody knows exactly
what it means.”135 Such a charge of “state capitalism,” however, was given extra
credibility by the role the Soviet Union would play in the Spanish Civil War,
which had begun in July 1936, and which James had seriously considered volunteering to fight in, just as he had planned to go and fight in Ethiopia against
Mussolini.136 James had concluded World Revolution with the discussion of
“the Spanish Revolution.”
Bourgeois democracy is doomed in Spain. . . . [T]he choice lies between
the capitalist Fascist dictatorship, or the Socialist Workers’ State. If the
workers are to win against Franco and his German and Italian allies . . . 
the war must be a revolutionary war by workers and peasants organised
in Soviets or other workers’ organisations. But the Soviet bureaucracy
made the fight for a democratic Spain a condition of assistance; and the
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bureaucracy and its agents, though active against Franco, are now preventing Spanish workers and peasants from d oing the very things that
created Soviet Russia.137
Indeed, James had made a prediction that “the day is near when the
Stalinists will join reactionary governments in shooting revolutionary workers. They cannot avoid it.”138 In May 1937, a month a fter World Revolution had
come out, James was tragically proved right as the Republican government
with Communist support repressed the Workers’ Party of Marxist Unification of Spain (poum) and anarchists in Barcelona by force, imprisoning
thousands and murdering dozens.139 Incredibly, one of those briefly arrested
in June 1937 in Barcelona, Charles Orr, an American socialist who was working for the poum, had actually been reading James’s World Revolution in the
days before his arrest.140
James was therefore one obvious person to be asked by Fredric Warburg
to write an introduction for Red Spanish Notebook, an eyewitness account of
revolutionary Spain through the eyes of two surrealist poets who had gone
to fight for the poum but had left in February 1937, Mary Low and the Cuban
Trotskyist Juan Breá. Red Spanish Notebook, which came out later in 1937,
priced at 5 shillings, was marketed by Secker and Warburg as “the only study
of the Spanish War written from the poum viewpoint. Not only of political
importance, but a brilliant piece of reportage recreating the atmosphere of
the first six months.”141 In his introduction, James praised Low and Breá’s
achievement as having provided to the ordinary reader, “better than all the
spate of books on Spain, some idea of the new society that is struggling so
desperately to be born” as “worker’s power emerged half-way from books”
and became “a concrete alternative to the old slavery.”142
George Orwell, who had just returned wounded from Spain having
“touched and seen” both workers’ power and then Stalinist counterrevolutionary terror in Barcelona while fighting with the poum militia, reviewed
Red Spanish Notebook in Time and Tide on October 9, 1937, praising the way
in which “by a series of intimate day-to-day pictures . . . it shows you what
human beings are like when they are trying to behave as h uman beings and
not as cogs in the capitalist machine.”143 Indeed, on returning to London
it seems Orwell had picked up a copy of James’s World Revolution, and on
July 8, 1937, had made inquiries as to how many copies it had sold, noting
that “the people who read that book would be the kind likely to read a book
on Spain written from the non-Communist standpoint.”144 According to
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Louise Cripps, Orwell, presumably while working on what would become
his classic Homage to Catalonia (1938) in the summer of 1937, visited James
himself and was a “serious enquirer” into Trotskyism. “Since he was so vehemently against Stalin’s regime in the Soviet Union, he read and approved the
literature we had.”145 Indeed, in his review of Red Spanish Notebook Orwell
had noted that “Mr. C. L. R. James, author of that very able book World Revolution, contributes an introduction.”146
The experience of witnessing the counterrevolutionary role played by the
Soviet Union and its agents in Spain led both Breá and Orwell to speculate
about the nature of the Soviet Union itself. As Breá wondered in the conclusions to Red Spanish Notebook, “let us suppose that Russia is no longer a
proletarian state but is making her first steps t owards capitalism.”147 Orwell,
in Homage to Catalonia, described the “socialism in one country” being built
in Russia by Stalin as little more than “a planned state-capitalism with the
grab-motive left intact.”148
Coming as it did right in the m
 iddle of Stalin’s G
 reat Terror, the Spanish
Civil War was to be of critical importance for the political evolution of not
only James, but also his key intellectual collaborator during the 1940s, Raya
Dunayevskaya, with whom he would later form the “State-Capitalist Tendency” (later the “Johnson-Forest Tendency”) within American Trotskyism. As Peter Hudis has noted, the role of Stalinism during the Spanish Civil
War “presented revolutionaries with what Dunayevskaya was later to call the
‘absolute contradiction’ of our age—the emergence of counter-revolution
from within revolution.” Trotsky’s Russian-language secretary from 1937 to
1938, Dunayevskaya later recalled how she first became critical of Trotsky’s
1936 analysis of the Soviet Union as a “degenerated workers’ state” during
this tumultuous period. “Out of the Spanish Civil War there emerged a new
kind of revolutionary who posed questions, not only against Stalinism, but
against Trotskyism, indeed against all established Marxisms.”149
On September 3, 1938, at the founding conference of the Fourth International, “World Party of Socialist Revolution,” held in the home of the
French syndicalist and Communist Alfred Rosmer—a former member of
the ecci—in Périgny, a village near Paris, James intervened forcefully in the
debate that took place about whether Trotskyists should call for the defense
of the USSR in case of war. As he remembered later, together with some from
the American and Polish contingent, “we were against the Trotskyist position on the defence of the USSR. We put forward our position and had it
copied into the minutes, but we didn’t press the issue. The Polish comrades
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told us ‘We are not going to vote for you . . . but we are sympathetic to you,
James. You have the line, although we are not supporting it.’ Nevertheless, we
had a powerful influence on that conference.”150 By now James had sought
out Souvarine himself in Paris and had begun to translate Staline. For the
English edition (Stalin: A Critical Survey of Bolshevism, published in 1939),
Souvarine wrote a new postscript, “The Counter-Revolution,” in which he
pondered the recent experience of Stalinist terror, a process in which “stains
of blood become letters of fire, and dark places are illuminated by a sinister
glow,” and the extent to which Stalinism was now akin to fascism in Germany,
both being “totalitarian” regimes with Stalin as “the Bolshevik Fuehrer.”151
James’s increasingly critical reading of the evolution of the Soviet Union
and its bureaucratic ruling elite raised the obvious question of why Trotsky
and the Left Opposition had not been able to realize the danger and
threat Stalin as “head of the bureaucratic fungus” posed earlier—a danger
and threat Lenin in his Testament had himself realized—and so put up a more
effective fight against the rising Stalinist bureaucracy a fter 1923.152 As James
argued in World Revolution, a fter Lenin’s final incapacitation, “[Stalin] bureaucratised the party more and more, Zinoviev, Kamenev and Bucharin helping.
What must not be forgotten is that this struggle went on in a narrow circle, so
small had the governing group become, even after Lenin. The masses played
little part, and Trotsky either could not or dared not bring the masses into it,
as Lenin would infallibly have done sooner rather than later.”153
Partly for James this was a matter to do with the personal political and theoretical weaknesses of Trotsky, who “seems to have accepted with too much
fatalism this emergence of bureaucratic corruption [in the Soviet Union]
in a period of revolutionary ebb.”154 Trotsky saw it as historically inevitable that
a period of reaction would follow the revolutionary heights of 1917, insisting in his 1939 discussion with James that the defeat of the Left O
 pposition
in Russia must be explained “by the dialectic of history, by the conflict of
classes, that even a revolution produces a reaction.”155 Yet for James, as he
would write in 1940, “nearly all” of Trotsky’s mistakes “flowed from a constant incapacity to acknowledge, perhaps even to himself, the full depravity of Stalinism.”156 James clearly felt part of the problem lay with the nature
of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union and so t here was therefore an
inherent danger within classical Bolshevism, and with the party Lenin had
built, which had transformed into a machine of bureaucratic corruption, allowing a tyrant like Stalin to wield unparalleled power. Running throughout World Revolution is a serious and sophisticated discussion of democratic
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centralism, which again perhaps owes something to the impact of James’s
discussions with the likes of Souvarine.
James, of course, vigorously defended the necessity for a “Leninist”
party—and would have had no time for Borkenau’s (ever-fashionable) argument in The Communist International that the Stalinist dictatorship, with its
bloated privileged and dictatorial bureaucratic elite, was somehow the inevitable result of “Leninism” in power, as “the latter developments are the
logical result of the basic assumptions of Lenin and of the early history of the
Russian revolutionary regime and the Communist International.”157 Following Trotsky, James had pointed to the concrete backward material conditions
prevailing in Tsarist Russia before 1917 and then the destruction of the best
elements of the tiny Russian working class during the Russian Civil War that
historically explained the roots of the rising Stalinist bureaucracy. Stalin’s
Great Terror for James in World Revolution showed that “the Stalinists seek
to kill Leninism.”158 Yet rather more heretically, James also found much of
value in some of the warnings about where “Leninism” could lead that had
been made by the young Leon Trotsky and also Rosa Luxemburg.
James, for example, discussed the charge of “substitutionism” made
against “Leninism” by the young Trotsky out of his early fear of “the replacement of the dictatorship of the proletariat by the dictatorship over the proletariat, of the political rule of the class by the organisational rule over the
class.”159 Trotsky himself had never returned to these earlier charges against
Leninism after he joined Lenin’s Bolsheviks in 1917. However, for James, “the
whole history of the Russian Communist Party and of the whole Communist International from the moment Lenin lay hopelessly ill” up to the final
triumph of Stalinist dictatorship proved Trotsky’s “specific criticisms which
he levelled against Lenin’s principles as they worked out in practise cannot
be dismissed, least of all today.” Indeed, they “must have had [a] solid foundation.” In an apparent implicit criticism of his leader, James noted that Trotsky
“has since admitted that he was wrong; too generously, for the question is
not so simple. . . . [T]here is more in this than s imple wrong and right.”160
In the context of the Marxist Group’s own dispute with Trotsky’s International Secretariat, we might see one reason why James was now interested
in bringing up the young Trotsky’s critique of “democratic centralism” to
attack Stalin’s “abuse of democratic centralism which Trotsky had always
feared in any system which, like Lenin’s, so openly glorified central control.”
James noted that after Lenin’s last struggle to stop Stalin failed, “with the
development of the bureaucracy the democracy dropped completely out
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of centralism. From the Russian party it spread to the w
 hole International.
Centralism which helped to create the International helped to ruin it.” James
had quoted the young Trotsky: “During the last three to four years of intense
party frictions, the life of very many committees has consisted of a series of
coups d’état in the spirit of our court revolutions of the eighteenth century.
Somewhere way up on top somebody is incarcerating, replacing, choking
somebody else, somebody proclaims himself something—and as a result,
the top of the committee house is adorned by a flag with the inscription,
‘Orthodoxy, centralism, political struggle.’ ”161
Instead of building up a truly international revolutionary leadership composed of those able to think critically for themselves, it created “a body of
leaders who looked always to Moscow and w
 ere incapable of independent
appraisal and action.” James seems determined to ensure that “centralism”
would not ruin the Fourth International in the same way, perhaps speculating on what might happen once Trotsky himself was not available to offer
clear guidance, but was also conscious that “there is no specific [solution]
for this problem”: “It w
 ill have to be fought out anew in each party as e very
emergency presents itself. But that can best be done only when there is a
clear understanding of the issues involved. It is perhaps the greatest of the
many bows that the revolutionary Ulysses will have to bend.”162
For both New Leftists like Paul Buhle and orthodox Trotskyists like Al
Richardson, this discussion of revolutionary leadership in World Revolution constitutes an organizational challenge to Leninism and Trotskyism.
Certainly, James himself remembers that he soon ran into difficulties a fter
joining up with the American Trotskyist movement b ecause of this section.
“When I began to attack the [orthodox] Trotskyist position [over Russia],
some p eople in the United States said, ‘When we read your book World
Revolution we said that it won’t be long before James is attacking the Trotskyist movement’ . . . it was pointed out to me in a particular paragraph. I agreed
with the interpretation.”163 As Buhle suggests of James’s discussion of demo
cratic centralism in World Revolution, “Trotsky himself was unlikely to accede
to this formulation. . . . [H]e took criticism of himself badly and outright disagreements still worse.”164 Yet while Trotsky could indeed be arrogant and
dogmatic at times, he appears to have been slightly more tolerant when it
came to James at this stage. In a private letter to James P. Cannon on May 17,
1938, Trotsky regretted that he had not yet had time to read James’s World
Revolution, but had been told James had criticized him “very sharply from an
organisational point of view.”
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I suppose that this criticism at that time was a theoretical justification of
his own policy towards the Independent L
 abour Party, but that is not of
importance. I suppose that he now considers his own criticism as a hindrance to friendly collaboration with us. . . . [I]t is very important to convince James that his criticisms are not considered by any one of us as an
item of hostility or as an obstacle to friendly collaboration in the future. It
would be very bad if under the influence of this fact and some others he
finished with a rupture from us.165
Moreover, James’s discussion of Leninism in World Revolution surely stands
as a considered contribution to the question of revolutionary organization,
and one rooted within the tradition of classical Bolshevism. In 1938, when
James was described as Trotsky’s “lieutenant” by one British Communist, few
readers would have thought the label inappropriate.166 While there was not
quite a meeting of minds over democratic centralism and the historical experience of classical Bolshevism, Trotsky acknowledged to James that “it is very
important to bring up these questions periodically.”167
Reception and Impact

As a delegate to the 1938 founding conference of the Fourth International,
James received a letter from Trotsky. In the letter Trotsky declared:
To prevent the shipwreck and rotting-away of humanity the proletariat
needs a perspicacious, honest and fearless leadership. No one can give
this leadership except the Fourth International basing itself on the entire
experience of past defeats and victories. Permit me, nevertheless, to cast
a glance at the historic mission of the Fourth International not only with
the eyes of a proletarian revolutionist but with the eyes of the artist which
I am by profession. I have never separated t hese two spheres of my activity. My pen has never served me as a toy for my personal diversion or for
that of the ruling classes. I have always forced myself to depict the sufferings, the hopes and struggles of the working classes because that is how I
approach life, and therefore art, which is an inseparable part of it.168
Over a decade later, in 1949, James would develop Trotsky’s theme,
declaring “I have long believed that a very g reat revolutionary is a g reat artist, and that he develops ideas, programmes, e tc., as Beethoven develops a
movement.”169 It is only if one understands that Marxism asks a fundamental
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question about human existence itself, that we can begin to understand not
only how James, “the artist,” became “a revolutionary,” but also how, for
James, the writing of passionate political and historical works about the
struggles of the exploited and oppressed like World Revolution and The Black
Jacobins more than satisfied his earlier ambitions to make a literary career for
himself in Britain.
The publication of World Revolution meant, as Martin Upham noted, that
James became “the first British Trotskyist to make a substantial theoretical
contribution,” and Wicks’s review in Fight gives a sense of just how impor
tant the book was for the Trotskyist movement, describing it as “a book that
every socialist should read and e very revolutionary possess.”170 Indeed, Fredric Warburg famously recalled that World Revolution became “a kind of Bible
of Trotskyism” in Britain.171 Such a statement obviously stands in part as a
testament to James’s intellectual achievement here—as Secker and Warburg
themselves declared in their promotional publicity, World Revolution was
“the first comprehensive study of world history since 1917 from a Trotskyist
viewpoint, with much new material on the development of Russia since Le
nin’s death.”172 “Here in fact is a well-documented textbook of the Trotskyist
movement; convincing and exciting. It is of vital importance that it should
be widely read in all circles of the left.”173
Yet that Warburg should evoke the sense in which World Revolution became for at least some British Trotskyists a text with the authority akin to
scripture for a religious believer should not surprise us e ither. Part of what
held the early besieged and minuscule international Trotskyist movement
together amid the dark clouds of reaction that gathered over Europe from
the 1930s as the rise of fascism and Stalinist terror plunged the continent into
what the great Belgian-Russian revolutionary novelist Victor Serge termed
“Midnight in the C
 entury,” was the fact that an almost millenarian outlook
developed in the Trotskyist movement. As Trotsky himself insisted throughout the 1930s, objectively the potentialities for mass working-class revolutionary action existed and would inevitably develop following the outbreak
of a f uture interimperialist war, just as the Russian Revolution had erupted
during the Great War. In June 1934, in War and the Fourth International,
Trotsky wrote that “at the beginning of a new war . . . we cannot doubt for a
single moment that this time the shift of the masses to the road of revolution
will occur much faster, more decisively and relentlessly than during the first
imperialist war. A new wave of insurrections can and must become victorious in the whole capitalist world.”174 The manner in which James decided to
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conclude World Revolution was quite in keeping with Trotsky’s perspective:
“Cowards and cynics talk of an age of barbarism, as if mankind w
 ill destroy
itself in the coming war for Hitler, for Mussolini, or for king and country.
Let 80,000 civilians, one per cent of the population of Greater London, be
massacred in war, and the revolution is on the order of the day, and the same
applies to every other g reat European city.”175
As Duncan Hallas once noted, “There was an element of near-messianism
in Trotsky’s conceptions at this time. In a desperately difficult situation, with
fascism in the ascendant, defeat piled on defeat for the workers’ movement
and a new world war imminent, the banner of revolution had to be flown,
the programme of communism reasserted, u ntil the revolution itself transformed the situation.”176 The tiny size of the Trotskyist movement was not
a decisive f actor, given Trotsky’s reminder that they w
 ere still larger in number than the genuinely internationalist and revolutionary left at the outbreak
of the Great War. In the spring of 1935 Trotsky wrote an Open Letter for the
Fourth International, claiming “genuinely revolutionary organisations, or at
least groups, exist in all countries. They are closely bound together ideologically, and in part also organisationally. Even at present they represent
a force incomparably more influential, homogeneous, and steeled than the
‘Zimmerwald left,’ which in the fall of 1915 took the initiative in preparing for
the Third International.”177 The resulting “Zimmerwald mentality” among
Trotskyists helps explain the confidence and optimism with which James
concluded World Revolution, noting how “the energy and determination and
courage of one man who has given his life to the movement” [Leon Trotsky]
has ensured that “the ideological basis of the new International is so quickly
ready” and, accordingly, in the looming war, “the w
 ill and courage of a few
men will make history.” As James put it in 1937 in Fight, in similarly slightly
messianic fashion, “a few hundred[s] of us can face the f uture with enormous
confidence. Once we get a strong nucleus we shall grow automatically.”178
Such an overly optimistic perspective was one of the limitations of
James’s intellectual formation and training as a Marxist in the minuscule
and persecuted Trotskyist movement. Indeed, James acknowledged many
of the Trotskyist movement’s limitations at the time: “The Trotskyists have
committed serious errors. Our isolation, leading us to sectarianism, the polemical character of our propaganda and agitation, lack of contact with the
mass movement, leading to b itter internal quarrels and splits, the imitation
of Trotsky’s faults by followers incapable of imitating his virtues, t hese and
other grave errors no serious Bolshevik-Leninist would deny. But where was
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t here ever a movement which did not carry the defect of its virtues? T
 oday
our political line is a thousand times justified.”179
Nonetheless, World Revolution should still be remembered and placed
alongside Trotsky’s The Revolution Betrayed and Victor Serge’s Russia Twenty
Years After180 (all first published in English in 1937) as part of a classic Marxist
trilogy on the destiny and fate of the Russian Revolution. Those few scholars
and historians of the day who w
 ere prepared to examine such m
 atters seriously recognized the value of the work. As E. H. Carr, who would emerge as
a respected historian of the Comintern in his own right, put it in 1937, World
Revolution is “decidedly useful” as “in his analysis of the course of the Russian
revolution and of the point at which it took the wrong turning, Mr. James
displays commendable independence of judgment and desire to arrive at the
truth.”181 Reviewing the work in the Manchester Guardian, the Scottish liberal
journalist John Martin Douglas Pringle noted that
Mr. James is always a lively critic. He writes throughout with passionate
and lofty scorn for every living Communist, Liberal, and Social Demo
crat, and the utmost contempt for their ideas. But though fiercely partisan
and inspired by all the fury of a doctrinaire misunderstood, his book is
thorough and well documented. . . . [H]e makes a strong case for every
thing he so violently asserts, and many who read his book w
 ill feel there is
a good deal to be said for “Trotskyism.” Others will at least be delighted by
the righteous rage which torments his heart and forms his literary style.182
James himself remembered it as “a piece of work which was recognised
everywhere as worthwhile,” and it even garnered positive reviews as far away
as Australia and came to the notice of the conservative American journal
Foreign Affairs.183 There is no doubt it filled an important vacuum in the liter
ature of the non-Stalinist Left in Britain. Fenner Brockway reviewed James’s
book in the New Leader and, while unsurprisingly finding faults with its
Trotskyist “bias,” still declared it “a great contribution to Socialist history
and thought.”184 The veteran British socialist Raymond Postgate in the New
Statesman described James’s World Revolution as “unique of its kind” and
“very badly needed,” while the economic historian Hugh Lancelot Beales,
reviewing the work in Postgate’s new left-w ing monthly Fact—a series
to which James would soon contribute his volume A History of Negro
Revolt in 1938—noted “we welcome Mr. James’s illuminating essay . . . a
careful, disciplined anti-Stalinist history of the course of the revolution
since 1917.”185
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Correspondence from Secker and Warburg concerning
World Revolution (in Fight, June 1937).

Despite Communist denunciation, and despite the fact it was on sale for
the not inconsiderable sum of 12s 6d, Warburg remembers it “sold moderately well.”186 Indeed, even some British Communists of the 1930s were intrigued enough to risk a brief look. Tom Kemp, who was later to break with
the cpgb after 1956 and join the Trotskyist movement, recalled that, “back
in the 1930s, worried about the Moscow Trials, I had a surreptitious look at
The Revolution Betrayed or C. L. R. James’s World Revolution in the public
library, only to hastily put it away if a friend approached.”187 Outside Britain, the American Trotskyist movement published an edition through their
Pioneer Press, but though the work had no real counterpart in the United
States, it did not attract many readers on the American left.188 Meanwhile,
the British colonial customs authorities, with James now himself under surveillance as a threat to imperial “security,” naturally moved to censor its sale
across the British Empire, forbidding the import of a work that fervently denounced “the violence and plunder which is called British rule in India” into
India itself.189 However, as Al Richardson notes of World Revolution, “This
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did not prevent it from being smuggled in and from exercising some influence. . . . G. Selvarajatnan, who later became leader of the great strike in the
Madras textile mills, was converted to Trotskyism upon reading it, and [the
Sri Lankan Trotskyist] Leslie Goonewardene’s Rise and Fall of the Comintern
[written under the pseudonym “K. Tilak”], published ten years afterwards in
Bombay, was largely based on it.”190
World Revolution Today

In June 1936, Trotsky had insisted that “the miserable collapse of the Third
International” meant that “without the slightest exaggeration it may be said:
The whole world situation is determined by the crisis of the proletarian leadership” and so what was now critically necessary was “the purposeful selection
of the cadres of a new International.”191 A
 fter writing World Revolution and
moving to the United States in 1938, however, over the next decade or so of
activism inside the crisis-ridden Trotskyist movement and alongside thinkers
like Raya Dunayevskaya and Grace Lee Boggs, James came to break fundamentally with this argument. In 1950, James and his co-thinkers published
State Capitalism and World Revolution, which stressed how with “the new
stage of world economy”—global state capitalism, East and West—“the
crisis of the revolution” was no longer solving “the crisis of revolutionary
leadership,” which necessitated building alternative revolutionary parties to
counter both social democracy and Stalinism, but rather overcoming “the
crisis of the self-mobilization of the proletariat,” “exactly the opposite.”192
As the preface to the second edition of State Capitalism and World Revolution (1956) put it, “What type of new organisation do we propose? We do
not propose any. It is sufficient to say that in historical terms, the new organisations will come as Lilburne’s Levellers Party came, as the sections and
popular societies of Paris in 1793, as the Commune in 1871 and the Soviets in
1905, with not a single soul having any concrete ideas about them until they
appeared in all their power and glory.”193
Such a developing political perspective saw James and his co-thinkers
break with the official Trotskyist movement in 1951, with the result that World
Revolution found itself sitting awkwardly, literally orphaned, within the wider
corpus of James’s Marxism. During the 1960s, we even find James himself
lacking (and unable to easily acquire) a personal copy of the work.194 In his
later years, however, in his unfinished autobiography, for example, James
would look back on World Revolution with a degree of nostalgia.
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When I returned to England from the United States in 1953 I found anti-
Stalinism well established and somewhat to my surprise I found that
World Revolution was the book with which many young p eople were educating themselves on the anti-Stalinist politics that they wished to carry
out. By then though I had broken with Trotskyism two years before, but
that did not seem to trouble them. People continuously wanted copies of
the book, despite the fact that I had repudiated much that was in it, and
in 1970 Kraus Reprints photocopied the old edition exactly as it had been
written. I re-read it and found that it contained an astonishing amount of
material dealing with these periods, well organised, and, in 1970, more
readable than it was in 1937.195
Part of the attraction of World Revolution for this younger generation
of the New Left, one suspects, was because, as Paul Le Blanc has noted,
“throughout, James demonstrates the utter incompatibility of the bureaucratic
and authoritarian qualities of Stalinism with the revolutionary, democratic, scientific, and humanistic qualities of Marxism.”196 James’s Trotskyism meant
his Marxism was from the first thoroughly imbued with the spirit of “socialism from below,” to use Hal Draper’s term. As James wrote in his discussion
of “Lenin and Socialism,” “The creative capacity of the masses—he [Lenin]
believed in it as no other leader of the workers ever did. That creative capacity had hitherto been seen only in revolution. The Soviet system based on the
masses in the factories was to organise this creativeness not only for purpose
of government but also for production, linking the two closer and closer together until ultimately the all-embracing nature of production by the whole
of society rendered the State superfluous.”197
Today, those interested in the history of the Communist International,
from its founding in 1919 as a revolutionary body through to its transformation into a body at the serv ice of Soviet foreign policy until its winding up
by Stalin in 1943, can read powerful firsthand accounts and testimony, such
as Victor Serge’s classic Memoirs of a Revolutionary and Alfred Rosmer’s
Lenin’s Moscow.198 Readers also can today access comprehensive translations of the proceedings of the Comintern’s first four congresses (1919–1922),
thanks to the labors of John Riddell.199 More definitive histories of the
Comintern have since been written, most notably by Pierre Broué, and w
 ill
no doubt continue to be written in the f uture, making use, for example, of
the opening of the Comintern archives since the early 1990s. James’s World
Revolution, however, still stands out as not only one of the very first accounts
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of the C
 omintern ever to be written, but more critically—as Duncan
Hallas noted—one of the first accounts “written in English from a revolutionary socialist point of view.”200 As the Scottish socialist Hamish Henderson
noted in 1988, World Revolution “is still one of the most concise expositions of
the deformations and distortions that a principled Marxist revolutionary had
to combat in the period when Stalin was consolidating his power.”201
The rationale for this republication of C. L. R. James’s World Revolution on
the centenary of the Russian Revolution of 1917 is then clear, and the work
deserves and demands to be recognized as a critical point of reference in the
reflections and debates under way about the meaning and significance of that
inspiring world-historical event for the twentieth century. There are surely
few finer introductions to these questions for a new generation of activists
than James’s World Revolution, much of which retains all its full relevance and
importance today.
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